
 

ASHGROVE ADVENTURE VIRTUAL CAMP 

Welcome to week 2 of Ashgrove Adventure’s Virtual Camp!  We hope you are enjoying our virtual camp 
this summer as we have fun Ashgrove style! We know you can’t be there in person, but let’s start our 
day Ashgrove Style: https://youtu.be/Yf3C8HQ9ZeU  

We start every day with the Camp Song! 
(to the tune of "I've Been Working on the Railroad") 
Camping days are here at Ashgrove, are a lot of fun, 
Learning outdoor skills together, archery in the sun, 
Ice cream, nature, crafts, and singing, OP! 
Keep us on the run, 
We make friends that last forever, 
ASHGROVE's number one! We're number ONE! 

 

Spirit Day: 
It is Super Hero Day!  What is your secret power?  
Wear a cape or decorate a mask to wear today. 

 

 

Service of the Day: 
Surprise your someone and do a chore for 
someone in your family today. 

 

Songs to learn! 
I'm Going Crazy - https://youtu.be/KXSUx04U3Hw  
Alligator: https - https://youtu.be/1WvDVNf6b9s  

 

Joke of the Day: 

 

Recipe of the Day: 

 
 

Crafts: 
Find a few leaves or sticks or grass and make our 
craft for the day: Nature Rubbings: 
https://youtu.be/hZI2b0vKD-o  
 

 

Outdoor Skills: Today we watch Outdoor Skills as 
they talk about Building & Lighting a 
campfire: https://youtu.be/d3ADVIFPd8Q 
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ASHGROVE ADVENTURE VIRTUAL CAMP 

 

OP’s Virtual Challenge Course 

Magic Carpet.  One, two or more people for this activity. 
Story:  You purchased a flying carpet.  However, after you have flown away, you all have discovered that 
the carpet does not turn.  You feel that the salesman has deceived you and you want to find him to get 
your money back.  As you go to land, you discover that your carpet is low on magic dust and you don’t 
have enough to land, turn your carpet around, and then take off again.  You all have no choice but to flip 
the carpet over mid-flight so that it will take you back to the flying carpet salesman.  Remember that you 
are flying up among the clouds so be sure not to step off or accidentally push someone off.  You do not 
want to lose anyone from your group. 
Equipment: A bandana or piece of paper. 
Activity:  You, or your group if you are doing this with a group, will work together to figure out a plan to 
get the side of the carpet that is touching the ground flipped over so it is touching everyone’s feet 
without stepping off of the carpet.  People may not put other people on their backs during this event.   
 
Bonus Op Challenge: Minefield.  This needs a buddy. 
Equipment:  Ten random non-breakable objects around the house and a bandana. 
Set Up:  Place the objects around the room or outside.  Tie the bandana around your buddy.   
Activity: Using only verbal commands, direct your buddy safely through the minefield so they don’t touch 
any of the objects. 
 

Answer to the Joke of the Day: 

 
 


